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Introduction 
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Welcome to the Culture Component of The Blendification® System.  The Blendification® System Activates 
Potential by Connecting Culture, Strategy, and Execution.  The following pages contain a comprehensive 
workbook for you to use in building out the Culture of your organization.   
 
This workbook is supported by The Blendification® System book (chapter 3) and the video micro-learning 
system.  The three pieces (book, micro-learning, and workbook) make up a powerful triad to build the 
strategic foundation for your organization. 
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BLENDIFICATION SYSTEM CULTURE 
In the Blendification System, potential becomes the motivation to establish a culture that drives strategy 
and execution. If a company hasn’t defined its culture, it is likely the strategies will not lead to anything 
significant and employees will not be motivated to achieve the Strategic Outcomes – Earned Success (see 
the Blendification® System book for a definition of Earned Success). There are three components of a 
well-developed organization culture: 
 
• Statement of Cause 
• Statement of Intention 
• Behaviors and Habits 
 
These three areas make up the company’s culture. According to Charles Duhigg’s book The Power of 
Habit, nearly 50% of what we do every day is a habit. A habit requires little thought prior to acting; it is 
like being on autopilot. While this is true with individuals, it is also true with organizations. Think of how 
meetings are run in your company and how that structure and format is essentially a habit. You can 
basically predict how certain meetings will go and what they will accomplish or not accomplish. Company 
culture lives inside the habits of its employees. A clear definition of the organizational culture will 
systematically define Habits and Behaviors, as well as align the company’s Intention blending with the 
overarching company Cause. Each of these components is connected and compliments the other - 
System Intelligence. The pyramid below reflects this relationship. 

 
 
WHO SHOULD BE PART OF THE CULTURE DEFINITION TEAM AND ATTEND THE MEETINGS? 
Success is generally maximized with approximate 12 to 15 primary participants in the meetings 
depending on the size of the company.  You may also engage others in the company to provide input 
prior to the meetings to gain additional insight from various employees within the organization.  For the 
formal meetings, it is best to keep the size to 15 or less.  The meetings are generally attended by the 
senior leadership team. 
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Sample Schedule 
The schedule below has a series of team meetings and the individual prework needed for each meeting.  
The structure uses two, 2-hour meeting per week to move through the content in the eLearning system 
and the workbook.  The topics follow the pages contained in this workbook and there are two meeting 
for most topics – it is unlikely you will finish the primary topics in one meeting. The workbook provides 
instructions for each exercise so you can follow the workbook and complete the process. 

Topic | Meeting Meeting Day | Time Prework 

Introduction | Kickoff (two weeks prior to culture 
development meetings) 

Tuesday | 10:00 to 11:00 
Watch Culture Introduction 
Video (from eLearning system) 

STATEMENT OF CAUSE 

Meeting 1 Tuesday | 10:00 to noon 1. Complete Pre-meeting 
Questionnaire (individually) 

2. Watch videos 2 – 7 in 
eLearning system) Meeting 2  Thursday | 10:00 to noon 

STATEMENT OF INTENTION 

Meeting 3 Tuesday | 10:00 to noon 

Watch video number 8 

Meeting 4 Thursday | 10:00 to noon 

BEHAVIORS 

Meeting 5 Tuesday | 10:00 to noon 

Watch video number 9 

Meeting 6 Thursday | 10:00 to noon 

HABITS 

Meeting 7 Tuesday | 10:00 to noon 

Watch video numbers 10  
and 11 

Meeting 8 Thursday | 10:00 to noon 

ROOTS GROUPS 

Meeting 9 Tuesday | 10:00 to noon Watch video number 12 
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Pre-meeting Questionnaire 
As part of the upcoming Blendification System Culture meeting, I would like to give you an opportunity to collect 
your thoughts relative to the following questions. Your answers will be used to foster meaningful conversations, 
create constructive dialogue, and lead to actionable takeaways.  Please take a moment to answer the following 
questions in the space provided below and bring this completed worksheet to the meetings.  Make sure you bring 
your copy to meetings.   

Why do you work at your company? 

 

What impact is the company having?  

 

How does the company impact the following groups? 

Employees: 
 
 
  

Customers: 

Community: 
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Why do you work here | Motivation? 

Small Group Exercise (3 to 5) 
1. Break into groups of 3 to 5.   
2. Discuss with each other your motivation for working at Your Company and expand your 

conversation beyond the pre-meeting questionnaire; capture below why you and others work here - 
motivation. 

3. When finished, write your group’s top five for each column on a flipchart. 

Your Motivation Other Employees’ Motivation 
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Large Group Exercise and Final Motivation Points 
Come together as a large group.  From your small group discussion and what you wrote down on the 
flipcharts, record the top three to five most common and meaningful motivations) for working at Your 
Company - consolidate all groups here. 
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What is the organization striving to do - Cause? 

Small Group Exercise (same  3 to 5) 
1. Stay in your groups from the previous exercise on motivation. 

2. From the pre-meeting questionnaire, the previous discussion on motivation, and anything else 
you can collectively come up with, write below several themes related to a cause for Your 
Company (be bold).  Just capture themes here.  You will put it in a statement later.  

3. When finished, write your group’s top three themes/points on a flipchart and discuss with the 
larger group. 
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Small Group Exercise (stay in the same groups) 

1. Stay in the same group of 3 to 5.   

2. Using the themes from the previous page and the discussion with the larger group, write below 
what you believe the organization’s Statement of Cause should be. Write a complete sentence here.  
This is what your group recommends for the Statement of Cause.  

3. When finished, write your group’s Statement of Cause on the flip chart. 
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Large Group Exercise and  Final Statement of Cause 
Come back together as a large group (everyone).  Review each Statement of Cause from the small 
groups.  Discuss them in-depth and develop one final Statement of Cause.  Record this below.  This is 
your organization’s Statement of Cause. You may reference the Appendix for a couple examples of the 
Statement of Cause as well as the full Culture definition. 
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What does the organization do for its employees,  
Customers, and community/world – Statement of Intention? 

The Statement of Intention is a statement of purpose for the organization relative to three key 
stakeholder types.  The Intention should guide the actions of the organization, provide a path, and 
guide decision-making. The organization’s Intention is more concrete than its Statement of Cause.  
However, like the Cause, an Intention should establish the organization’s individuality and should be 
inspiring and relevant.  It is what the organization will do for employees, customers, and 
communities/world. 

Small Group Exercise (3 to 5) 

1. Break into groups of 3 to 5 – different groups. 
2. In your group, look at the statements below and discuss what you recorded on the pre-meeting 

questionnaire and any additional information – record the key points from the group on a flipchart. 
3. Discuss what your group wrote down with the larger group. 

The Organization makes our employees’ lives better by: 

 

The Organization makes our customers’ lives better by: 

 

The Organization makes our communities/world better by: 
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Small Group Exercise (same group) 
1. In your same group, highlight the key points related to each part of the Statement of Intention and 

discuss why these points are important.  Record the high points since these will be discussed with 
the larger group and then used to develop your final Statement of Intention. 

2. When finished, write your points for each part on the flip chart. 
3. Discuss your points with the larger group. Take notes from other groups to use in the next exercise. 

Employees – What is your company’s intention for its employees? 

 

 

 

 

Customers – What is your company’s intention for its customers? 

 

 

 

 

Community/World – What is your company’s intention for the community/world? 
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Small Group Exercise (same group) 
In your same small group, create a Statement of Intention for your company using the three primary 
stakeholders on the previous page.  This is a statement so it will include full sentences with punctuation. 
Feel free to get ideas from others’ flipcharts as well.  Write your Statement of Intention  
on the flip chart.  The next page has some examples. 
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With Aloha style, Maui Wowi strives to provide the best coffee & smoothie experience 
anytime, anywhere.  We offer individuals a simple path to business ownership 

supporting them to achieve their vision of success.  Our Ohana is strengthened by a fun, 
flexible and engaging environment encouraging team collaboration, personal growth 

and professional development. 

Provide a safe, autonomous team environment where everyone has a voice with 
ongoing opportunities to train, lead and prosper personally and professionally.  We 
collaborate extensively with all clients to affect the absolute most timely and quality 

installation of our architectural aluminum and glass product.  As a team we commit to 
donating our resources towards the betterment of our industry and community 
inclusive of creating a positive sustainable environmental and aesthetic impact. 

Colleagues are challenged to pursue a shared purpose that transcends individual 
achievement equipped by a supportive and empowering environment.  We are a trusted 

partnership through which donors can impact the lives of animals and provide 
veterinarians tools and knowledge to be the best doctors possible.  Through this 

collective effort we strengthen the planet by advancing the health and well-being of the 
animal world. 

HVAC Company motivates and develops employees to a higher level of personal & 
professional wellbeing.  We create partnerships with customers and suppliers to help 

responsibly provide outstanding comfort to our community. 
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Large Group Exercise and Final Statement of Intention 
Review and discuss each groups’ Statement of Intention and create a collective, final Statement of 
Intention for the organization.  Write down below the final Statement of Intention. 
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Certain designated beliefs, traits and behavioral norms that guide the pursuit of the organization’s 
Cause and Intention.  Behaviors relate to such things as fair treatment, honor and integrity, ethical 
behavior, innovativeness, teamwork, passion for quality, superior customer service, social 
responsibility, and/or community citizenship. 

Individual Exercise 
1. Individually, from the list below, circle the top eight (8) Behaviors that you believe are important to 

YOU.  Feel free to add additional Behaviors. 
2. After you have picked eight, narrow the list to five, then three.  Be fast and go with your instinct.  

Accountability 
Accuracy 

Achievement 
Adventurousness 

Agility 
Altruism 
Ambition 

Assertiveness 
Balance 

Being the best 
Belonging 
Boldness 
Calmness 

Carefulness 
Celebratory 
Challenging 

Change 
Cheerfulness 

Clear-mindedness 
Collaboration 
Commitment 

Communication 
Community Citizenship 

Compassion 
Competitiveness 

Consistency 
Contentment 
Improvement 
Compassion 
Contribution 

Control 
Cooperation 
Correctness 

Courage 
Creativity 
Curiosity 

Decisiveness 
Dependability 

Determination Devoutness 
Diligence 

Discipline Discretion 
Diversity 

Dynamism 
Effectiveness 

Efficiency 
Elegance 
Empathy 

Empowerment 
Endurance 

Engagement 
Enjoyment 
Enthusiasm 

Equality 
Ethics 

Excellence 
Excitement 
Expertise 

Exploration 
Expressiveness 

Fairness 
Faith 

Family Oriented 
Feedback 

Fitness 
Fluency 
Focus 

Forgiveness 
Freedom 

Fun 
Generosity 
Goodness 

Grace 
Growth 

Happiness 
Hard Work 

Health 
Helping Society 

Holiness 
Honesty 
Honor 

Humility 

Independence 
Inclusion 
Ingenuity 
Initiative 

Inner Harmony 
Innovativeness 
Inquisitiveness 
Insightfulness 
Inspirational 

Integrity 
Intelligence 

Intuition 
Joy 

Justice 
Knowledge 
Leadership 

Learn 
Legacy 
Love 

Loyalty 
Making a Difference 

Mastery 
Merit 

Openness 
Order 

Originality 
Partnerships 
Perseverance 

Positivity 
Practicality 

Preparedness 
Pride 

Proactive 
Professionalism 

Profit Driven 
Prudence 

Quality Orientation 
Reliability 

Resourcefulness 
Respect 

Restraint 
Results Oriented 

Responsibility 
Risk Taking 

Rigor 
Security 

Self-actualization 
Self-Control 
Selflessness 
Self-reliance 
Sensitivity 
Serenity 
Service 

Shrewdness 
Simplicity 

Social Responsibility 
Soundness 

Speed 
Spontaneity 

Stability 
Strategic 
Strength 
Structure 
Success 
Support 
Talent 

Teamwork 
Temperance 
Thankfulness 
Thoroughness 

Thoughtfulness 
Timeliness 
Tolerance 

Traditionalism 
Transparency 

Trustworthiness 
Truth-seeking 
Understanding 

Uniqueness 
Unity 

Usefulness 
Cause 
Vitality 
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Individual Exercise 

1. Individually, look at the final three behaviors you chose from the list on the previous page and write 
your personal top three behaviors below.   

2. Define what each Behavior means to you in the space provided.  If you are stuck on the 
definition, refer to the Appendix for definitions for most Behaviors. 

3. Record/write each of your Behaviors separately on a Sticky Note – one behavior per sticky 
and only the Behavior (not the definition). 

Behavior Your Definition 
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Large Group Exercise 
1. Take your three sticky notes with Behaviors and stick them on a large wall – randomly.  
2. Begin grouping them together based on similarities.  Keep narrowing it down and grouping. 
3. Identify up to five common themes for the group and list them below. 
4. Remember, these are still your personal Behaviors, not the company’s. 
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Small Group Exercise (3 to 5) 
1. Break into groups of 3 to 5 – different combination of people.   
2. In your group, list three to five Behaviors that you believe are significant, important, and/or unique 

for your Organization.  Use the previous exercise (personal Behaviors) as a reference; this list is 
focused on your Organization so there may be a difference. 

3. Include your unique name/phrase for each Behavior. 
4. When finished, write the Behaviors and name/phrase you recommend on the flip chart.  Again, the 

name/phrase should be unique to your Organization.  

Behavior Your Unique Name/Phrase 
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Large Group Exercise and Final List of Behaviors 

Review and discuss each groups’ list of Behaviors and create a collective list for the organization 
below.  Resist the temptation to have more than five. 
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Individual Exercise 

On your own, use the Habit Loop highlighted by Charles Duhigg in his book, “Habit Patterns.”  Follow 
the directions below. 

 
List a non-work-related habit that you want to break:  

How is this habit impacting your ability to realize your potential? 

List a work-related habit that you want to break: 

How is this habit impacting your ability to achieve your potential? 
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Pick one of the two habits you are trying to break (previous page) 
and run it through the Habit Pattern Model on the next page. 
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Individual Exercise 

On your own, using one of the habits you previously highlighted, go through the Habit Patterns steps 
below.  Share what you write down as a Commitment to Change with the larger group. 
STEP 1: The Cue | When you feel the urge for your habit, ask yourself… 

• What time is it? 

• Where are you? 

• Who else is around? 

• What did you just do?  

• What emotion are you feeling? 

STEP 2: The Reward  

What craving/desire do you think your habit is satisfying? 

 
Test the Theory – review the chart on the previous page and keep experimenting until you find 
something new that satisfies the urge. 

• Substitute another reward (instead of eating a cookie, have a cup of coffee). Is the craving 
gone? 
 

 

• Substitute the opposite reward (instead of eating a cookie, take a walk). Is the craving gone? 
 
 
 

Keep experimenting until you find something new that satisfies the craving/desire. 

STEP 3: The Routine 

Now that you have identified the Cue and Reward, insert a new Routine.  Choose an activity/Routine 
that is triggered by the old Cue, and delivers the old Reward: 

 

Committing to Change 

 
When_____________________________, I will_________________________________  

 

because it provides me with________________________________________________. 

 

 

CUE – from Step 1 ROUTINE – from Step 3 

REWARD – from Step 2 
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Below is an example of a Behavior (I do what I say and I include others) followed by five Habits.  Use 
this as a reference.  It may also help to put in front of your Habit, the phrase, “Today, I will…” 
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Small Group Exercise (3 to 5) 

The next five pages outline a process to define and complete your Habits that tie to the specific 
Behaviors outlined in the previous section.  There is one page for each Behavior.  Stay in the same small 
group for the full exercise.  
 

1. Break into groups of 3 to 5 – see if there is a combination of people you haven’t worked with. 

2. Begin the process of defining each Behavior in terms of Habits. 

3. Write down each Behavior and its definition in box 1 and 2 in the following pages. Copy the 
Behaviors you came up with in the previous section. 

4. Discuss with your group what Habits support this Behavior (box 3). 

5. List three to five supporting Habits and write them on the flip chart for review with the larger 
group. 
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Behavior #1 

Definition

Supporting 
Habits

Your Small Group Recommendation (write on flip chart too)
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Behavior #2 

Definition

Supporting 
Habits

Your Small Group Recommendation (write on flip chart too)
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Behavior #3 

Definition

Supporting 
Habits

Your Small Group Recommendation (write on flip chart too)
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Behavior #4 

Definition

Supporting 
Habits

Your Small Group Recommendation (write on flip chart too)
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Behavior #5 

Definition

Supporting 
Habits

Your Small Group Recommendation (write on flip chart too)
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Large Group Exercise and Final Habits 
Come back together as a large group.  Copy the respective Behavior in the first box (there are five 
pages; one for each Behavior).  Next, refer to your small group notes and flip chart and go through 
productive dialogue with the large group to identify the specific Habits that support each Behavior.  
You likely should have between three to five Habits for each Behavior. 

Behavior #1 

Final Habits 
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Behavior #2 

Final Habits 
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Behavior #3 

Final Habits 
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Behavior #4 

Final Habits 
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Behavior #5 

Final Habits 
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Congratulations, you have completed the first step in creating a culture that will enable your 
organization to pursue its potential.  The next step is establishing Roots Groups to make the culture 
last for the life of the company.  Roots Groups are used to take the work you have done and make it 
part of the organization’s DNA.  Roots Groups are cross-functional, multi-layered teams that 
implement the desired culture.  A Roots Group will be around six to eight members of the team that 
own the implementation of their respective area.  Roots Groups will meet on a regular basis until 
their area is completed.  They will likely need to connect at least semi-annual on an ongoing basis to 
update and ensure the desired Culture remains on path.  
 
There are five steps with four Roots Groups (Lead by Example doesn’t have a Roots Group) to 
maximize the potential of your culture: 

1. Making it Visible – Roots Group 

2. Creating Routines – Roots Group 

3. Developing Accountability – Roots Group 

4. Leading by Example – no Roots Group 

5. Roll Out – Roots Group 
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Large Group Exercise 

As a large group, identify who should be in the “Making it Visible” Roots Group, what should be done, 
and what is the next step.  Reference the next page for examples. 

Who within (or outside) the organization should be on the team to develop and 
implement the detailed plan to make the Cause, Intention, Behaviors and Habits VISIBLE? 

 

What actions should be taken to make the 
Cause, Intention, Behaviors and Habits VISIBLE internally and externally? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What do you recommend the next steps be to start the process of making the  
Cause, Intention, Behaviors and Habits visible? 
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This page contains examples of “Making it Visible.”  Reference this to come up with ideas to make your 
desired culture visible in your company. 

Process/Category Examples 

New Hire Process 
Advertising(online/print) | Application | Selection Interview | Follow-up | 
Announcement | Welcome | New Hire Training 

Internal Workplace 

Printed Cards | Mouse Pads | Framed Prints of Each Action | Post on Easel 
(changing every week – tie with internal communication | Shop-Floor 
(Banners/Placards/Posters etc.) | Staff Areas (Banners/Placards/Posters 
etc.) | Halls (Framed Pictures/Posters etc.) | Conference Rooms (Framed 
Pictures/Posters) | Desk-Tops (Paper-Weights etc.) | Screen-Savers | 
Clothing | Intranet | Signage | Recognition/Trophy Wall for the 
Organization | Recognition/Trophy Wall for Employees | Pay Stubs | 
Lanyards 

Company Manual Quality Manual | Employee Handbook 

Collateral | Website 

Website | Social Media/Blog | Brochures/Flyers | Videos | Articles | 
Marketing/PR Package | Trade-Show Booths/Materials | Bids & Proposals 
| Quotations | Invoices | Customer Testimonials (Written & Video) | 
Branding | Pens 
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Large Group Exercise 

As a large group, identify who should be in the “Creating Routines” Roots Group, what should be done, 
and what is the next step.  Reference the next page for examples. 

Who within (or outside) the organization should be on the team to create  
the rituals and traditions that will ensure the Cause, Intention, Behaviors, and Habits  
become part of the DNA of the organization (ROUTINES)? 

 

What actions should be taken to make the 
Cause, Intention, Behaviors and Habits part of the organization’s ROUTINES? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What do you recommend the next steps be to start the process of making the  
Cause, Intention, Behaviors, and Habits part of the internal ROUTINES? 
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This page contains examples of “Creating Routines.”  Reference this to come up with ideas to make your 
desired culture visible in your company. 

Process Examples 

Meetings 
• Opening/Closing Meetings by Reinforcing One of the Behaviors (tie 

with the key Action for the week)/Telling Stories 

• Scoring Meetings According to Behaviors 

Line-up Organization/department line-up highlighting Behavior & Action 

Communications 

• Choose one Action per week and socialize it through email, voice mail 
from CEO or rotate responsibility, poster board on easel at front of 
office 

• Embedding Behaviors into All-Employee Communications 
(Newsletters/Events/Parties) 

• Periodic email communication from CEO/President highlighting 
Behavior & Action 

Rewards & Recognition 

• Awards for living up to Behaviors (overall and individual Behaviors) 

• Voting by employees    

• Gift and nominal rewards 

• Reinforcing Behaviors /Habits in Salary Adjustments/Promotion 
Prospects 

Learning & 
Development 

• Create or incorporate training to support Intention, Cause, Behaviors 
& Foundational Actions 

• Strategic Alignment Sessions 

• Leadership & Management Skills Training 

• Human Relations Skills Training 
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Large Group Exercise 

As a large group, identify who should be in the “Develop Accountability” Roots Group, what should be 
done, and what is the next step.  Reference the next page for examples. 

Who should be on the team to develop and implement the detailed plan to make the 
Cause, Intention, Behaviors and Habits ACCOUNTABLE? 

 

What Action items need to be done to make the Cause, Intention, Behaviors & Habits 

ACCOUNTABLE within the organization? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What do you recommend the next steps be to start the process of making the  

Cause, Intention, Behaviors, and Habits ACCOUNTABLE? 
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Employee & Customer Surveys 

Focus groups 

Customer & Supplier/Vendor Surveys 

Suggestion box 

Recognition box 

Performance Management 

Performance Appraisals 

Coaching System/Process 

Career Planning 
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• People pay more attention to what you do rather than what you say 

• Leaders must model the Behaviors and Habits 

Individual Exercise 

1. On your own, write down what ‘Leading by Example’ means to you – what leadership actions will 
you take to ensure the Cause, Intention, Behaviors and Habits become the foundation of the 
organization’s culture? 

2.  Share what you will do to Lead by Example with the larger group. 
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Large Group Exercise 

As a large group, identify who should be in the “Roll Out” Roots Group, what should be done, and what is 
the next step.  Reference the next page for examples. 

Who should be on the team to develop and implement the detailed plan to ROLL OUT 
the Cause, Intention, Behaviors and Habits? 

 

What are some ideas relative to a kickoff or ROLL OUT  
of the Cause, Intention, Behaviors, and Habits  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What do you recommend the next steps be to start the process of  
ROLLING OUT the Cause, Intention, Behaviors, and Habits? 
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Large Group Exercise & Final Roots Group Summary 
Each Roots Group is outlined below.  Within the large group, complete the boxes so you have the key 
information on one page to move forward. 

Component 
Team Lead 

(if necessary) 
Team Members  
(recruit others) 

Completion 
Date 

MAKING VISUAL    

Next Step  

Key Milestones & 
Hurdles 

 

CREATE 
ROUTINES 

   

Next Step  

Key Milestones & 
Hurdles 

 

DEVELOP 
ACCOUNTABILITY 

   

Next Step  

Key Milestones & 
Hurdles 

 

ROLL OUT     

Next Step  

Key Milestones & 
Hurdles 
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Appendix 
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Accountability - the quality or state of being accountable; especially: an obligation or willingness to accept responsibility or to 
account for one's Actions 

Accuracy - freedom from mistake or error: correctness: conformity to truth or to a standard or model: exactness  

Achievement - a result gained by effort 

Adventurous - disposed to seek adventure or to cope with the new and unknown characterized by unknown dangers and 
risks  

Agility - having the faculty of quick motion in the limbs; apt or ready to move; nimble; active; as, an agile boy; an agile 
tongue. 

Altruism - unselfish regard for or devotion to the welfare of others: behavior by an animal that is not beneficial to or may be 
harmful to itself but that benefits others of its species  

Ambition - an ardent desire for rank, fame, or power: the object of ambition: a desire for activity or exertion  

Assertive - disposed to or characterized by bold or confident statements and behavior: having a strong or distinctive flavor or 
aroma  

Balance - an instrument for weighing: a means of judging or deciding: a counterbalancing weight, force, or influence  

Being the best - excelling all others: most productive of good: offering or producing the greatest advantage, utility, or 
satisfaction 

Belonging - possession —usually used in plural: close or intimate relationship  

Boldness - fearless before danger: intrepid: impudent, presumptuous obsolete: assured, confident 

Calmness - a period or condition of freedom from storms, high winds, or rough activity of water: a state of tranquility  

Carefulness - exercising or taking care: marked by attentive concern and solicitude  

Challenging - arousing competitive interest, thought, or action: invitingly provocative: fascinating  

Cheerfulness - full of good spirits: merry: conducive to cheer: likely to dispel gloom or worry  

Celebratory - To extol or honor in a solemn manner; 

Change - to alter; to make different; to cause to pass from one state to another; as, to change the position, character, or 
appearance of a thing; to change the countenance. 

Clear – mindedness 

Collaboration - The act of working together; united labor; the act of willingly cooperating with an enemy, especially an enemy 
nation occupying one's own country. 

Commitment - an act of committing to a charge or trust: an agreement or pledge to do something in the future; especially: an 
engagement to assume a financial obligation at a future date  

Communication - that which is communicated or imparted; intelligence; news; a verbal or written message 

Community Citizenship - 

Compassion - empathy without judgment; sympathetic consciousness of others' distress together with a desire to alleviate it 

Competence – ability to effectively accomplish the tasks before them 

Competitiveness - relating to, characterized by, or based on competition: inclined, desiring, or suited to compete: depending 
for effectiveness on the relative concentration of two or more substances  

Concern – feelings of connectedness, caring and benevolence; to relate to (something or someone) 

Consistency - firmness of material substance: degree of firmness, density, viscosity, or resistance to movement or separation 
of constituent particles: agreement or harmony of parts or features to one another or a whole: correspondence; specifically: 
ability to be asserted together without contradiction  
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Contentment - the quality or state of being contented: something that contents  

Continuous Improvement  

Contribution - a payment (as a levy or tax) imposed by military, civil, or ecclesiastical authorities usually for a special or 
extraordinary purpose: the act of contributing; also: the thing contributed  

Control - to exercise restraining or directing influence over: regulate: to incorporate controls in an experiment or study —
used with for 

Cooperation - the action of cooperating: common effort: association of persons for common benefit 

Correctness - to make or set right: amend: to punish (as a child) with a view to reforming or improving  

Courage - that quality of mind which enables one to encounter danger and difficulties with firmness, or without fear, or 
fainting of heart; valor; boldness; resolution. 

Courtesy - behavior marked by polished manners or respect for others: courteous behavior: general allowance despite facts: 
indulgence  

Creativity - the quality of being creative: the ability to create  

Curiosity - desire to know archaic: undue nicety or fastidiousness: one that arouses interest especially for uncommon or 
exotic characteristics 

Decisiveness - having the power or quality of deciding: resolute, determined: unmistakable, unquestionable  

Dependability - capable of being depended on: reliable 

Determination - a judicial decision settling and ending a controversy archaic: termination: the act of deciding definitely and 
firmly; also: the result of such an act of decision  

Devoutness - devoted to religion or to religious duties or exercises: expressing devotion or piety: devoted to a pursuit, belief, 
or mode of behavior: serious, earnest  

Diligence - persevering application: assiduity: the attention and care legally expected or required of a person (as a party to a 
contract)  

Discipline - the assertion of over more base desires, and is usually understood to be synonymous with self-control 

Discretion - the quality of having or showing discernment or good judgment: the quality of being discreet: circumspection; 
especially: cautious reserve in speech: ability to make responsible decisions: individual choice or judgment  

Diversity - the condition of having or being composed of differing elements: variety; especially: the inclusion of different 
types of people (as people of different races or cultures) in a group or organization: an instance of being composed of 
differing elements or qualities: an instance of being diverse  

Dynamism - a theory that all phenomena (as matter or motion) can be explained as manifestations of force — compare 
mechanism: a dynamic or expansionist quality  

Effectiveness - producing a decided, decisive, or desired effect: ready for service or action: actual  

Efficiency - the quality or degree of being efficient: efficient operation 

Elegance - refined grace or dignified propriety: urbanity: something that is elegant  

Empathy - the imaginative projection of a subjective state into an object so that the object appears to be infused with it: the 
action of understanding, being aware of, being sensitive to, and vicariously experiencing the feelings, thoughts, and 
experience of another of either the past or present without having the feelings, thoughts, and experience fully communicated 
in an objectively explicit manner; also: the capacity for this  

Empowerment - To give authority to; to delegate power to; to commission; to authorize (having commonly a legal 
force); to give moral or physical power, faculties, or abilities to 

Endurance -  A state or quality of lasting or duration; lastingness; continuance. 

Engagement - That which engages; engrossing occupation; employment of the attention; obligation by pledge, 
promise, or contract; an enterprise embarked in; as, his engagements prevented his acceptance of any office. 
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Enjoyment - the action or state of enjoying: something that gives keen satisfaction 

Enthusiasm - belief in special revelations of the Holy Spirit: strong excitement of feeling: ardor  

Equality - of the same measure, quantity, amount, or number as another: regarding or affecting all objects in the same way: 
impartial: free from extremes 

Ethics - the discipline dealing with what is good and bad and with moral duty and obligation: a set of moral principles: a 
theory or system of moral values —often used in plural but singular or plural in construction plural: a set of moral issues or 
aspects (as rightness)  

Excellence - superior: very good of its kind: eminently good: first-class  

Excitement - to call to activity: energize: to increase the activity of (as a living organism): stimulate  

Expertise - expert opinion or commentary: the skill of an expert  

Exploration - to investigate, study, or analyze: look into —sometimes used with indirect questions: to travel over (new 
territory) for adventure or discovery: to examine especially for diagnostic purposes  

Expressiveness - of or relating to expression: serving to express, utter, or represent: effectively conveying meaning or feeling  

Fairness - pleasing to the eye or mind especially because of fresh, charming, or flawless quality: superficially pleasing: 
specious: clean, pure  

Faith - allegiance to duty or a person: loyalty: belief and trust in and loyalty to God: something that is believed especially with 
strong conviction; especially: a system of religious beliefs  

Family Oriented – 

Feedback - the process in which part of the output of a system is returned to its input 

Fitness - the quality or state of being fit: the capacity of an organism to survive and transmit its genotype to reproductive 
offspring as compared to competing organisms; also: the contribution of an allele or genotype to the gene pool of 
subsequent generations as compared to that of other alleles or genotypes  

Fluency - capable of flowing: fluid: capable of using a language easily and accurately  

Focus - pay particular attention to 

Forgiveness - demonstrating the ability to let go of one’s mistakes and let go of others’ mistakes 

Freedom - the quality or state of being free: a political right  

Fun - what provides amusement or enjoyment; specifically: playful often boisterous action or speech: a mood for finding or 
making amusement: amusement, enjoyment  

Generosity - the quality or fact of being generous: abundance  

Goodness - the quality or state of being good —used interjectionally or in phrases especially to express mild surprise or 
shock: the nutritious, flavorful, or beneficial part of something  

Grace - unmerited divine assistance given humans for their regeneration or sanctification: approval, favor: a charming or 
attractive trait or characteristic  

Growth - a stage in the process of growing: size: something that grows or has grown: a producing especially by growing  

Happiness - prosperity: a state of well-being and contentment: joy: felicity, aptness 

Hard Work  

Health - the condition of being sound in body, mind, or spirit; especially: freedom from physical disease or pain: flourishing 
condition: well-being: a toast to someone's health or prosperity 

Helping Society  

Holiness - the quality or state of being holy —used as a title for various high religious dignitaries 

Honesty - fairness and straightforwardness of conduct: any of a genus (Lunaria) of European herbs of the mustard family with 
toothed leaves and flat disk-shaped siliques  
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Honor - good name or public esteem: reputation: privilege: a person of superior standing —now used especially as a title for 
a holder of high office  

Humility - the quality or state of being humble 

Independence - not dependent capitalized: of or relating to the Independents  

Ingenuity - skill or cleverness in devising or combining: inventiveness: an ingenious device or contrivance  

Initiative - an introductory step or movement; an act which originates or begins. 

Inner Harmony - tuneful sound: melody: the combination of simultaneous musical notes in a chord: pleasing or congruent 
arrangement of parts  

Innovativeness - the introduction of something new: a new idea, method, or device: novelty  

Inquisitiveness - given to examination or investigation: inclined to ask questions; especially: inordinately or improperly 
curious about the affairs of others  

Insightfulness - the power or act of seeing into a situation: penetration: the act or result of apprehending the inner nature of 
things or of seeing intuitively 

Inspirational -  the act or power of exercising an elevating or stimulating influence upon the intellect or emotions; the result 
of such influence which quickens or stimulates; as, the inspiration of occasion, of art, etc 

Integrity - acting consistently with the principles, values, and beliefs one professes (walking the walk), telling the truth, 
standing up for what is right, and keeping promises; moral soundness; honesty; freedom from corrupting influence or motive; 
- used especially with reference to the fulfillment of contracts, the discharge of agencies, trusts, and the like; uprightness; 
rectitude. 

Intelligence - the ability to learn or understand or to deal with new or trying situations: reason; also: the skilled use of reason: 
an intelligent entity; especially: angel: the act of understanding: comprehension  

Intellectual Status - position or rank in relation to others; the condition of a person or thing in the eyes of the law: state or 
condition with respect to circumstances  

Intuition - quick and ready insight: immediate apprehension or cognition 

Joy - the emotion evoked by well-being, success, or good fortune or by the prospect of possessing what one desires: delight: 
a state of happiness or felicity: bliss: a source or cause of delight  

Justice - the maintenance or administration of what is just especially by the impartial adjustment of conflicting claims or the 
assignment of merited rewards or punishments: the quality of being just, impartial, or fair: conformity to truth, fact, or 
reason: correctness  

Knowledge - the act or state of knowing; clear perception of fact, truth, or duty; certain apprehension; familiar cognizance; 
cognition. 

Leadership - coming or ranking first: foremost: exercising leadership: providing direction or guidance  

Learn -  

Legacy - a gift by will especially of money or other personal property: bequest: something transmitted by or received from an 
ancestor or predecessor or from the past  

Love - strong affection for another arising out of kinship or personal ties: warm attachment, enthusiasm, or devotion: the 
object of attachment, devotion, or admiration  

Loyalty - unswerving in allegiance 

Making a Difference  

Mastery - the authority of a master: dominion: possession or display of great skill or technique 

Merit - spiritual credit held to be earned by performance of righteous acts and to ensure future benefits plural: the substance 
of a legal case apart from matters of jurisdiction, procedure, or form  

Obedience - an act or instance of obeying: a sphere of jurisdiction; especially: an ecclesiastical or sometimes secular 
dominion  
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Openness - Free of access; not shut up; not closed; affording unobstructed ingress or egress; not impeding or preventing 
passage; not locked up or covered over 

Order - to put in order: arrange: to give an order to: command: to bring about order: regulate  

Originality - the quality or state of being original: freshness of aspect, design, or style: the power of independent thought or 
constructive imagination  

Partnership – the state or condition of being a partner; as, to be in partnership with another; to have partnership in the 
fortunes of a family or a state. 

Perseverance - the act of persevering; persistence in anything undertaken; continued pursuit or prosecution of any business, 
or enterprise begun. 

Perfection - the quality or state of being perfect: an exemplification of supreme excellence: the act or process of perfecting  

Positivity - formally laid down or imposed: prescribed: of, relating to, or constituting the degree of comparison that is 
expressed in English by the unmodified and uninflected form of an adjective or adverb and denotes no increase or diminution  

Practicality - of, relating to, or manifested in practice or action: not theoretical or ideal: actively engaged in some course of 
action or occupation: capable of being put to use or account: useful  

Preparedness - the quality or state of being prepared; especially: a state of adequate preparation in case of war 

Pride - The quality or state of being proud; inordinate self-esteem; an unreasonable conceit of one's own superiority in 
talents, beauty, wealth, rank, etc., which manifests itself in lofty airs, distance, reserve, and often in contempt of others 

Proactive -  

Professionalism - of, relating to, or characteristic of a profession: participating for gain or livelihood in an activity or field of 
endeavor often engaged in by amateurs: following a line of conduct as though it were a profession 

Profit Driven  

Prudence - the ability to govern and discipline oneself by the use of reason: sagacity or shrewdness in the management of 
affairs: skill and good judgment in the use of resources  

Quality Orientation - peculiar and essential character: nature: degree of excellence: grade  

Reliability – whether or not a person, co-worker, team, supplier, or organization acts consistently and dependably; suitable 
or fit to be relied on: dependable: giving the same result on successive trials  

Resourcefulness - able to meet situations: capable of devising ways and means 

Respect - to take notice of; to regard with special attention; to regard as worthy of special consideration; hence, to care for; 
to heed 

Responsibility - taking responsibility for personal choices, admitting mistakes and failures, embracing responsibility for 
serving others; “being a steward” of the organization and its resources 

Restraint - an act of restraining: the state of being restrained: a control over the expression of one's emotions or thoughts  

Results Oriented  

Rigor - harsh inflexibility in opinion, temper, or judgment: severity: a tremor caused by a chill: a condition that makes life 
difficult, challenging, or uncomfortable; especially: extremity of cold  

Risk Taking – that act of assuming hazard; danger; peril; exposure to loss, injury, or destruction. 

Security - free from danger 

Self-actualization  

Self-Control - Control of one's self; restraint exercised over one's self; self-command. 

Selflessness - Having no regard to self; unselfish. 

Self-reliance - reliance on one's own efforts and abilities 

Sensitivity - highly responsive or susceptible 
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Serenity - clear and free of storms or unpleasant change 

Service - the occupation or function of serving: the work performed by one that serves: a form followed in worship or in a 
religious ceremony 

Shrewdness - abusive, shrewish obsolete: ominous, dangerous  

Simplicity - the state of being simple, uncomplicated, or uncompounded: lack of subtlety or penetration: innocence, naiveté: 
freedom from pretense or guile: candor  

Social Responsibility  

Soundness  

Speed - the act or state of moving swiftly: swiftness: swiftness or rate of performance or action: velocity  

Spontaneity - proceeding from natural feeling or native tendency without external constraint: arising from a momentary 
impulse: controlled and directed internally: self-acting  

Stability - a building in which domestic animals are sheltered and fed; especially: such a building having stalls or 
compartments: the racehorses of one owner  

Strategic - of, relating to, or marked by strategy: necessary to or important in the initiation, conduct, or completion of a 
strategic plan: designed or trained to strike an enemy at the sources of its military, economic, or political power  

Strength - the quality or state of being strong: capacity for exertion or endurance: power to resist force: solidity, toughness: 
power of resisting attack: impregnability  

Structure - the action of building: construction: something (as a building) that is constructed: manner of construction: 
makeup  

Success - degree or measure of succeeding: one that succeeds  

Support - to endure bravely or quietly: bear: to promote the interests or cause of: to pay the costs of: maintain 

Talent - Intellectual ability, natural or acquired; mental endowment or capacity; skill in accomplishing; a special gift, 
particularly in business, art, or the like; faculty 

Teamwork - work done by several associates with each doing a part but all subordinating personal prominence to the 
efficiency of the whole 

Temperance - moderation in action, thought, or feeling: restraint: habitual moderation in the indulgence of the appetites or 
passions  

Thankfulness - conscious of benefit received: expressive of thanks: well pleased: glad  

Thoroughness  

Thoughtfulness  

Timeliness  

Tolerance - capacity to endure pain or hardship: endurance, fortitude, stamina: sympathy or indulgence for beliefs or 
practices differing from or conflicting with one's own: the allowable deviation from a standard; especially: the range of 
variation permitted in maintaining a specified dimension in machining a piece  

Traditionalism - adherence to the doctrines or practices of a tradition: the beliefs of those opposed to modernism, liberalism, 
or radicalism  

Transparency - That which is transparent; especially, a picture painted on thin cloth or glass, or impressed on porcelain, or 
the like, to be viewed by natural or artificial light, which shines through it 

Trustworthiness – belief that the person or entity that you are interacting with will behave in a way that demonstrates 
reliability, responsiveness, capability, and personal interest; worthy of confidence: dependable 

Truth-seeking  

Understanding - a mental grasp: comprehension: the power of comprehending; especially: the capacity to apprehend general 
relations of particulars: friendly or harmonious relationship  
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Uniqueness - being the only one: sole: being without a like or equal: unequaled: unusual  

Unity - the quality or state of not being multiple: oneness: a condition of harmony: accord: the quality or state of being made 
one: unification  

Usefulness - the quality of having utility and especially practical worth or applicability 

Cause - something seen in a dream, trance, or ecstasy; especially: a supernatural appearance that conveys a revelation: the 
act or power of imagination: the act or power of seeing: sight  

Vitality - the peculiarity distinguishing the living from the nonliving: power of enduring 
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Wildly succeeding in building our skylines enveloping beauty and protection transparently providing a clear vision. 

Provide a safe, autonomous team environment where everyone has a voice with ongoing opportunities to train, 
lead and prosper personally and professionally.  We collaborate extensively with all clients to affect the absolute 
most timely and quality installation of our architectural aluminum and glass product.  As a team we commit to 
donating our resources towards the betterment of our industry and community inclusive of creating a positive 
sustainable environmental and aesthetic impact. 

Through collaboration and teamwork, we cultivate a family atmosphere. 

We actively listen and engage team members and clients on a personal level and maintain continuity 
within organizational departments throughout the project lifecycle. 
We respect others’ ideas and opinions. 
We encourage others to participate. 
We include immediate team members in planning activities. 
We are motivated to take actions by the needs of others. 

Proactive, responsive and responsible in every team member and customer interaction. 

We follow through with all commitments. 
We prepare in advance and include Company team, suppliers and customers in the process. 
We treat customers and suppliers with the same level of respect we ask for. 
We respond to customer and team needs in a timely way, holding ourselves accountable for completing 
the communication loop.  

Building trust through integrity and fairness with everyone in our world. 

We reflect on our values before acting on our feelings. 
We seek common ground for the mutual benefit of all parties.  
We admit mistakes, take ownership and develop a plan to overcome challenges.  
We demonstrate professionalism in everything we do.  

We anticipate our customers’ challenges and provide practical solutions for optimal 
outcomes. 

We diligently research all relevant documents prior to taking action. 
We treat challenges as opportunities for innovation and service excellence. 
We immediately initiate customer dialogue to specifically identify potential setbacks and put forth viable 
solutions.  
We share industry knowledge with project team to achieve design intent.  

Empowered to grow and achieve measurable success in revenue, productivity, and safety.  

We share and express our business objectives and functional goals with all team members.  
We consistently invest in QA/QC training and equipment to safely and efficiently achieve objectives. 
We enable and encourage participation and personal contribution by giving individuals responsibility and 
ownership over their tasks and projects. 
We recognize success and provide fair and honest feedback.

Katie | Elana | Marquis | Rick | Mike 

Gabriella | Anika | Kyle | Bob 

Paul | Jalen | Levi | Kiara 

Josh | Ben | Ira | Carlos 
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Dependably providing comfort to our community that improves peoples’ lives. 

Company motivates and develops employees to a higher level of personal & professional wellbeing.  We create 
partnerships with customers and suppliers to help responsibly provide outstanding comfort to our community. 

Performing every interaction in a fair and trustworthy manner. 

We proactively communicate accurate information responsibly. 
We do the right thing even when nobody is watching/listening. 
We are responsible for our words and actions. 
We embrace professional and constructive feedback. 

A commitment to being reliable and dependable in everything we do. 

We will do what we say we are going to do, when we say we are going to do it. 
We clearly understand and mutually agree on expectations and outcomes. 
We will be consistently accurate. 
We will perform better today than yesterday. 

Lead by example through helping others with understanding and respect. 

We will treat others the way we want to be treated. 
We will listen empathically to understand and without an agenda. 
We will make the time to teach, train, and mentor others. 
When we see something, we say something. 

Working together efficiently to achieve common goals. 

We will collaborate to form understandable and measurable goals. 
We will incorporate diverse viewpoints and experiences. 
We will encourage and embrace new ideas. 
We will honor everyone’s strengths, weaknesses and contributions. 
We act as one team. 
I know my contribution and my impact on outcomes. 

Focus on wellbeing of ourselves and community. 

We will create awareness and active participation in wellness programs helping everyone with 
financial, physical, spiritual and mental wellbeing. 
We will support one another inside and beyond the workplace. 
We will be the spark that activates others’ potential. 
We will graciously serve our community with time, talent, and treasure. 

Sue | Pat | Bill | Darnell | Brandon 

Deja | Chip | Jada 

Mike | Jasmin | Brittany | Connor 

Kai | Sam | Adhira | Kris 
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